Lecture 8
Yugoslavia and the USSR: Cracks in the Bloc

I. Yugoslavia and Tito
   A. An Artificial State
   B. Josip Broz Tito
      1. Background and Character
      2. Repression at Home
      3. Independence in Foreign Policy: Bulgaria, Albania, Greece
      4. “If You Continue Trying to Kill Me, I’ll Kill You!”
      5. Tito as “Lucky Pierre”
      7. Tito in the World: The Non-Aligned Movement and Celebrity
      8. Evaluation

II. The USSR under Stalin
    A. The Costs and Compromises of World War II
    B. A Tall Order: Reconstructing Orthodoxy
    C. A New Five-Year Plan
    D. Collectivization and its Discontents: The Problem of Agriculture
    E. Foreign Policy: From “Cooperation” to Confrontation
    F. Death of a Dictator
    G. The “Doctors’ Plot”: A Stroke of Luck for Would-be Victims
    H. Stalin’s Ghost

III. Post-Stalinist Russia (1953-1964)
    A. Jockeying for Power: Malenkov, Beria, Khrushchev
    B. Khrushchev on Top
    C. Foreign Policy: Toe to Toe with the West
    D. The Khrushchev Era: Moscow’s Finest Hour?
    E. Seeds of Dissolution

IV. Conclusion: A Great Unravelling?